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STAR FORMATION EFFICIENCY
WHAT DO WE KNOW SO FAR?

Mgas
SFR = ✏↵
⌧↵

•

Star formation is inefficient, meaning 𝜏dep ≫ 𝜏ff.

•

This implies the efficiency per free-fall time 𝜀ff = 𝜏ff/𝜏dep ≪ 1. But how small is it?

•

Theoretical predictions suggest 1% < 𝜀ff < few 10% (e.g. Krumholz & McKee 05,
Federrath & Klessen 12, Padoan+ 12), and depends on 𝛼vir, ℳ, ℳA, etc.

•

However, it’s observationally challenging, because 𝜏ff depends on 𝝆−0.5.

•

Estimates of 𝜀ff: 0.4% < 𝜀ff < 1.6% in MW clouds (e.g. Evans+ 14, Vutisalchavakul+
14), 0.1% < 𝜀ff < 1% in nearby galaxies (e.g. Schruba+ 18b, Ochsendorf+ 17).

•

We still need a synthesis of 𝜀ff measurements at the cloud scale in local galaxies.

•

One of the key scientific goals of the PHANGS-ALMA Large Program.
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Physics at High Angular !
resolution in Nearby GalaxieS!
Using ALMA to map CO(2-1) at ~100 pc resolution in 74 SF disk galaxies.
Provide a cloud scale atlas of molecular gas and its kinematics.
Understand the interplay between the small-scale physics of gas and star formation
with galactic structure and galaxy evolution.
Expected to gather all data from ALMA this Fall.

www.phangs.org

Leroy, Schinnerer, Schruba et al. (in prep.)

MOLECULAR GAS MAPS
AS PART OF PHANGS; PRESENTED IN SUN+ 2018

Mass surface density is calculated as:

Gas velocity dispersion is calculated as:

assuming
corrected for instrumental spectral response

ESTIMATING FREE FALL TIME
REQUIRE ESTIMATES OF MOLECULAR GAS THICKNESS

CO layer is
very thin!
see also:
Yim et al. (2011)
Yim et al. (2014)
for external galaxies

ALTERNATIVE METHODS:
1) VERTICAL HYDROSTATIC
EQUILIBRIUM.
2) ONE CLOUD PER BEAM
IN VIRIAL
EQUILIBRIUM.

FWHM ~ 100 pc
Heyer & Dame (2015)

MILKY WAY

Heyer & Dame (2015)

STAR FORMATION MAPS
As part of z 0mgs project (Leroy, Sandstrom+ submitted)
Hα narrow band & IFU observations for PHANGS are in progress (Blanc, Razza, Kreckel, Ho et al.)

convolved to 15’’ resolution ~ 1.3 kpc size
SFR = unobscured + obscured
= SFR(FUV) + SFR(22μm)
Calculate the molecular gas depletion time at 1.3 kpc resolution:

CROSS-SCALE MEASUREMENTS

(Utomo+ 18)
Calculate the mass-weighted, average free-fall time within 1.3 kpc region as

(see Leroy+ 16, 17)

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
median efficiency
of 0.7%

We calculate the efficiency
per free-fall time as
•

(Utomo+ 18)

•

We also do analogous
calculation for 80, 100,
and 120 pc resolutions.

•

Observational
uncertainties are small
(< 0.01 dex).

•

The scatter of
measurements reflect
real physical differences
between regions and
galaxies.

949 ≤ #los ≤ 2937
9 ≤ #gal ≤ 14

SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
What happens using different assumptions?
•

Different SFR tracers by exchanging NUV for
FUV and 12μm for 22μm.

•

Different thickness of molecular gas layer:
unresolved cloud vs vertical disk equilibrium.

•

Correction for incompleteness of H2 surface
density due to sensitivity limit.

•

Taking into account metallicity dependent
CO-to-H2 conversion factor.

•

Different physical resolutions of CO maps
(for the same sample of galaxies).

Overall, the differences are small (~ 0.1 dex).

COMPARISONS WITH MILKY WAY
CLOUDS • Evans+ 14 focus on high

density (AV > 2 mag) clouds
and Lee+ 16 focus on clouds
with active star formation.

•

Vutisalchavakul+ 16 included
low column density clouds
(~ 300 cm-3) and found lower
efficiency (~ 0.4%).

•

Our measurements include low
density gas —> low efficiency.

•

Our measurements averages
over 1.3 kpc —> not sensitive
to cloud’s evolution —> less
scatter.

EFFICIENCY ACROSS GALAXIES

Utomo+ 18 (ArXiv 1806.11121)
•

Low mass galaxies tend to have higher efficiency (~ 2.5%).

•

However, when metallicity dependent 𝛼co is adopted, their efficiency (~ 1%) is
similar to high mass galaxies.

•

M51 has low efficiency, probably because of strong gas flows (Meidt+ 13).

•

M31 has high efficiency, probably because of sparse, small clouds.

ENVIRONMENTAL DEPENDENCE OF SF
EFFICIENCY
PRELIMINARY
PLOTS (UTOMO+ IN PREP.)
𝜀ff

vs.
galactocentric
radius

𝜀ff

vs.
surface density

𝜀ff

vs.
virial
parameter

𝜀ff

vs.
gas velocity
dispersion

FUTURE PROSPECTS
Expanding sample into 80+ galaxies.
•

How 𝜀ff changes as galaxy grows
its stellar mass?

•

Is 𝜀ff or gas reservoir driving
galaxy evolution?

•

Inside-out quenching?

Leroy, Schinnerer+ (in prep)

Utomo, Bolatto, et al. (2017)

FUTURE PROSPECTS
Expanding sample into 80+ galaxies.
•

How 𝜀ff changes as galaxy grows
its stellar mass?

•

Is 𝜀ff or gas reservoir driving
galaxy evolution?

•

Comparing 𝜀ff between galaxies
above and below main-sequence?

Leroy, Schinnerer+ (in prep)

R < 1 kpc

CO map in NGC4526
early type (S0) galaxy
Utomo, Bureau, et al. (2015)

FUTURE PROSPECTS
RESOLVING STAR FORMATION RATE AT CLOUD SCALES
USING ALMA IN TANDEM WITH VLT-MUSE

Kreckel+ 18 (in prep)

No 𝜏ff averaging is needed,
more direct comparison with
MW cloud studies.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
•

With the (almost complete) PHANGS-ALMA survey, we are able to
census 𝜀ff across ~ 80 galaxies in the star-forming main-sequence.

•

Current sub-sample point towards 𝜀ff of 0.7±0.3% in 14 galaxies.

•

Slightly smaller than 𝜀ff measured in Milky Way clouds (albeit
with biases) and theoretical expectations.

•

No significant change when different assumptions of SFR tracers
and the thickness of molecular gas layer are used.

•

Galaxy-to-galaxy scatter is observed (𝜀ff = 0.3−2.6%), where low
mass galaxies tend to have higher 𝜀ff (albeit with bias).
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

DEPLETION TIME ACROSS GALAXIES
Low mass galaxies also have shorter depletion time.

Utomo+ 18 (ApJL submitted)

FREE-FALL TIME ACROSS GALAXIES
Low mass galaxies also have longer free-fall time.

Utomo+ 18 (ApJL submitted)

FUTURE PROSPECTS
Leroy, Schinnerer+ (in prep)

Expanding sample into 80+ galaxies.
•
•
•

How 𝜀ff changes as galaxy grows
its stellar mass?
Is 𝜀ff or gas reservoir driving
galaxy evolution?
Comparing 𝜀ff between galaxies
above and below main-sequence?

The dependence of 𝜀ff on local environments.
•
•
•
•

Sun+ 18

Virial parameter of the molecular gas.
Morphologies: bulge, bar, disk.
Gravitational potential of galaxies.
Dynamical effects.

Direct comparison with theory/simulations.

STAR FORMATION AT CLOUD SCALES
from Kreckel et al. (in prep)

